
49% Garnacha
42% Carignane
9% Cabernet Sauvignon
Opaque scarlet in color with aromas of perfectly ripened red Opaque scarlet in color with aromas of perfectly ripened red 
fruits, blackberry and spicy vanilla and pepper notes with an 
aged balsamic background from barrel aging. In the mouth, the 
wine is rich, structured and carries a creamy weight and pulpy 
ripe flavors of black plum and black cherry.  The finish is long 
and dynamic and is driven by chocolate, vanilla, and textbook 
schist minerality.        
This is textbook Priorat and its deeply layered and ruggedness
 is perfectly balanced with bright fruit, zippy acidity, and gobs of 
personality.
Vinification: Fermented in stainless steel open fermenters at 
20-24 degrees Celsius over 7-10 days with additional maceration 
of 3-5 days.
Oak: Aging done in 300L, new French oak (both Allier and Oak: Aging done in 300L, new French oak (both Allier and 
Nevers). 14 months on wood. The Garnacha is aged in older 
barrels to preserve its delicate aromas.

70% White Grenache
30% Viognier

This beauty shows off intense and complex aromas of peach This beauty shows off intense and complex aromas of peach 
and tangerine and notes of apple and pineapple, and mango.  

The flavors match the nose brilliantly but with massive density 
and white lynx richness. The finish is long and fresh with a 
flashy nuance of minerality almost demanded by the region 

from where this wine comes.
If you haven’t tried the White Priorates’ from this jewel of a If you haven’t tried the White Priorates’ from this jewel of a 

region, meet your new BFF.
Vinification: Fermented in closed stainless steel open tanks at 
15-18C degrees to preserve the varietal and secondary aromas. 
After primary fermentation & cold stabilization, the wine is fer-

mented in barrel and stainless before bottling.
Oak: 30% of the White Grenache is fermented in new French 

oak and aged sur lie for at least 6 months.

Both of these wines have been awarded an excellent score from  
La Guia Penin Spain's most famous & comprehensive wine guide!
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       points


